
Dominican Republic - 7 Days (#19295)
Note: Price printed on this PDF is valid until 27-05-2024 and is subject to change without notice due to Partner changes and

currency fluctuations

Trip Highlights
Punta Cana - Santo Domingo - Saona island

Detailed Itinerary

Arrival at PUJ Airport.

Meet with the driver and transfer to the hotel.

Day 01: Punta CanaDay 01

Day 02: Day trip toDay 02
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Breakfast at the hotel. We proceed to a day trip of Santo Domingo. Santo Domingo has many beautiful monuments,

historical attractions and natural enclaves. You will get a chance to see top attractions, including Los Tres Ojos National

Park, the Columbus Lighthouse, and the city of Santo Domingo. After exploring the main sights of the city, the journey

continues to the Colonial Zone for a delicious lunch and more sightseeing.

Meal: Breakfast

Breakfast at the hotel. Today you will have leisure time to spend at the beach or your resort.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 03: Day at leisureDay 03

Breakfast at the hotel. Combine several different adventure activities on a single half-day tour from Punta Cana. Hop on

board a powerful all-terrain vehicle, built for the rugged terrain of the Dominican Republic's interior, riding through a forest

to a local organic farm. Taste coffee, chocolate, and rum before exploring a local cave and underground river. End up at

Macao Beach for a chance to relax and swim before returning to Punta Cana.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 04: ATV, Water Cave and Dominican Culture At Punta CanaDay 04

Breakfast at the hotel. Today you will have leisure time to spend at the beach or your resort.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 05: Day at leisureDay 05

Day 06: Saona Island Day Trip From Punta Cana with Lunch and Open Bar
Included

Day 06
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Breakfast at the hotel. Visit Saona Island, an idyllic speck of sand and palm trees in the blue Caribbean, during a full-day

tour from Punta Cana. Board a small speedboat for the thrilling ride out to the island, including a stop at a natural swimming

pool where you can see starfish. Upon reaching Saona Island, spend the day exploring; stroll along the beach, relax in the

white sand and swim in the azure waters. Sip drinks from the open bar and enjoy a buffet lunch of traditional Dominican

fare. Round-trip transportation from Punta Cana is included.

Meal: Breakfast

Our journey has come to an end today. Go back to your home with new memories that are going to last a lifetime.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 07: Depart to homeDay 07

Inclusions
6 night accommodation with breakfast.

Tours are based on SIC, if SIC is not available due to unpredictable COVID-19 protocols then GGTS will arrange a tour on

private basis with an additional cost in which you will be informed on a later time.

Please note guests must arrange their own transportation to the designated pick-up location for any sightseeing tours listed in

your itinerary above.

Exclusions
•International Airfare

•Internal Flights

•Visa, Air Tickets & baggage charges

•Portage, tip to drivers and servers

•Resort fee to be paid directly

•Personal Expense of any nature like, laundry, shopping, incidentals at hotels etc.

•Any tours, transfers or event tickets not mentioned in package inclusions.

•Incidental Charges Must be paid by clients
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Note
•You must carry a valid credit card for incidentals at hotel and government issued photo ID with you all the time.

•Check in time is 4 pm and check out time is 11 am at most hotels.

•Tips for drivers is AUD 7 per person on daily basis is MANDATORY. Tips to tour guides etc. are not included and are at

the discretion of the client. The drivers expect TIPS approximately three dollars per person per day or a minimum of AUD

178 whichever is greater.

•GGTS reserve the right to amend the itinerary and arrange for alternate accommodations or services due to unforeseen

circumstances.

•Any items/incidentals used by individuals in their respective rooms like drinks, snacks, beverages, television channels,

overflow of water from the bathroom, any room damage etc. will be billed to your rooms & shall have to be paid for by you

before checkout.

•GGTS does not hold any responsibility for any loss of luggage, injuries or theft.

•Any additional services required once tour starts will require a credit card to book those services.

•WiFi is available at the hotels, we cannot guarantee that connectivity will be consistently functional for the entire time of

your stay and it is not free in some hotels.

•This quote is based on the current taxes, surcharges, and fees as applicable at the time of quotation. Any subsequent change

in the tax tables would be applicable to this quote.

•Breakfast time is usually 7 AM to 9:30 AM depending on hotels. Some hotels this may vary. We are not responsible for any

missed breakfast due to flight timings or early morning

tours.

•Surcharges for weekends and convention may apply for any trade fair/special event in city.

•Packages are valid until March 31, 2025. Certain blackout dates apply. Some events are seasonal.

Program Touring / Guide
Private touring

Periodic Departure
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10 Apr, 2024 to 31 Mar, 2025
Moderate

AUD 2,351 P P twin share

AUD 3,544 P P single

AVAILABLE

Deluxe

AUD 3,825 P P twin share

AUD 6,311 P P single

AVAILABLE
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